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HRL Monthly Meeting Minutes      12/7/2017 
 

Human Resources Staffing – Karla McCormick 
 
Karla McCormick welcomed the attendees and introduced the newest team member, Dale Mann, 
Manager, Records and Information Systems.  

KM explained the administrative structure changes and the need for administrative support of the entire 
department with the upcoming retirements of Judy Wilkes and Cathy Clark.  The interviews are being 
conducted and plan to have a decision made prior to the holiday break. 

The Instructional Designer position is close to a decision being made and excited about the possibilities 
of being able to develop some on-line course delivery.  

We are in the process of finalizing a job description for a Student and Temporary Employment Specialist 
and hope to that position posted by the end of the week as an external search; encouraged HRLs to 
share the opportunity with others that may have an interest. 

HRL Update included the announcement of the hire of Amanda Smitherman in Agriculture effective 
12/7/2017 and the interviews in Facilities for the next HRL will be conducted through next week. 

New Employee Orientation Discussion – Karla McCormick 

Karla opened the discussion about the current structure of new employee orientation.  Question to the 
HRLs was to think about the opportunity to discuss the length of the orientation from a ½ day session to 
a 1 day session due to the multiple requests from others across campus to be included in the new 
employee orientation session.  Current surveys of orientation session include comments that the length 
is good and that more in-depth discussion of information would be helpful.  The goal is to make sure 
that adequate time is allotted for ensuring information is shared. 

Comments from the group included:  

• ACES does orientation by Zoom and it would be hard to get them to commit to an all-day session 
• Suggestion to hold orientation over 2 days of ½ day sessions – concern that the new employee 

would not come back the 2nd day 
• Will some of the information be available/shared on-line in the future 

Other consideration presented to the group was the change in the day of the week of orientation.  Karla 
requested that the HRLs provide feedback to HR on the following: length of orientation, day of the 
week, format and information available. 

Zane Everett was also introduced at the HRL meeting as the Project Manager for the TigerTalent system. 

Pre-AU Person Set-up – Scott Tisdale 

Scott Tisdale provided an overview of the development of a “Pre-AU Person status” data entry in Self-
service Banner to enable the entry of NEW employees to allow earlier entry into the Banner system for 
the creation of email, DUO-MOBILE set-up, etc.  Currently, the new record is not being entered into the 
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Banner system until the I9 is completed.  He indicated that this will be completely separate from the I9 
process. With the new data entry of the person record, AU can treat them “like a vendor” and create the 
person record.  Scott indicated that this is a “stop-gap” solution and will potentially go away with the 
implementation of the new talent management system.  The entry will be entered when someone is 
going to be hired and will ask for a few pieces of information (Name, SSN (if known), DOB (if known), 
Home Org, Position number, Supervisor, ECLS-Pay cycle-Salary Type, Hiring Coordinator, Hire date, etc.) 
and will provide the ability to attach documents that records need to create the full record.  He wanted 
the HRLs to know that this is currently being worked on and HR will pilot it first in January and then will 
release it to the HRLs soon after that, hopefully in February if all goes well. 

Comments from the HRLs included: 

• HRL cannot enter all the new hires in, would rather have the departments enter in the 
information 

• HRL would like to see the workflows (current state and new state) to better understand what is 
happening 

• Security was mentioned but assured that the new entry record is protected through Banner SSB 

Scott indicated that if the I9 was not completed by the third day of employment, the record will be 
deleted.  He indicated that he would provide training and solve several issues of triggers in Banner for 
OIT access, do things sooner, early triggers for entry to solve phone access, etc. 

Rod Kelly mentioned that this new entry flow may be an opportunity for the TBDs of the Instructors to 
be entered/connected to the course sooner.  Kerry Ransel spoke up that there may be more information 
coming on the subject of reappointment instructors due to an upcoming scheduled meeting. However, 
she said that this new entry would work well for new faculty. 

More information to follow after the pilot phase and reiterated that procedures and training will be 
provided to the HRLs. 

Payroll – Beverly Hughes & Ann Shore 

Beverly Hughes spoke to the group to remind them of the holiday deadlines for payroll and leave. She 
suggested that if someone is going to work during the holidays, to leave the time open so that the 
employee can clock in and out during the holiday.  Deadlines were provided in the newsletter but were 
also provided in the meeting: 

12/27: 11:00am deadline for time / 1:00pm Time Comparison Report / 2:00pm FINAL corrections 

12/29: All employees will be paid 

All time will be pulled for processing whether the time has been approved. 

Beverly talked about the electronic W2s and that you can go into Self-service Banner to OPT IN for an 
electronic W2. Encouraged the HRLS to do so and to share with their employees.  A communication will 
be coming out to the employees in January. Beverly mentioned that there were some issues last year in 
some that were mailed.  Terminated employees will receive their W2 by mail and the encouraged the 
HRLs to tell their employees to make sure that their mailing addresses are correct. 
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Ann Shore shared with the HRLs that the leave administration is shifting to payroll from records.  Policies 
and procedures are currently in the process of being updated and will be communicated as soon as they 
are ready.  A reminder to the HRLs to encourage their employees to review and update emergency 
contact information and beneficiaries.  The beneficiary information is critical to be up to date for the life 
insurance, voluntary retirement plans and teachers retirement system.  Karla reminded the group that 
when they know an employee is relocating, marriage, divorce, etc., it is a good time to remind them of 
these items that need review and attention. 

Policy and Procedures Update – Karla McCormick and Shelley Murray 

Awards and Incentive Policy – Karla shared that Tonya is currently working to update from the meeting 
on 12/6/2017 and will send it out to you by 12/11/2017 for feedback by 12/15/2017; it will then be 
finalized and sent to Kelli Shomaker by the holidays. 

Beverly indicated that this change will allow the awards to be paid through payroll and will be taxed at 
the time of payment. 

On-call Policy - Shelley Murray indicated that the feedback has been received and will be finalizing for 
moving forward in the review and approval process. It will be communicated once it is finalized. 

Employment Services – Chris Thompson 

Chris shared that the Employment Specialists will be assigned divisions for handling job postings 
effective January 1st. The change is occurring to build and relationships and to make it easier for knowing 
who will handle postings.  In addition, with the retirement of Cathy Clark, the Employment Specialists 
will be ordering the background checks for staff positions and faculty positions.  A copy of the division 
spilt was provided to HRLs. 

Talent Management System Update – Rod Kelly 

 The name of the system will be called TigerTalent and will be branded as such.  Communication next 
week of surveys (proposed 3 surveys and finalizing now) that will come out and an introduction of the 
system and the workflows.  Discussed the handouts and provided copies of the following: 

Infographic of TigerTalent 
Project Organization Chart 
Project Timeline Chart 
Process Workflow Groups 
 
Modules are now called, “Process Workflows” and encouraged HRLs to sign up where they wanted to be 
involved if they had not already.  Rod discussed the overall benefits and involvement of stakeholder 
groups.  A website is in development that will house all information shared on TigerTalent as the project 
is underway. Rod indicated that we have our first meeting scheduled in January of the HRL Advisory 
Team for the system where workflows will be discussed and will seek feedback from attendees. 
 
Information will be shared with Kelli Shomaker to provide to the President’s Cabinet on 12/11/2017.  
Communication will be continuous and vendor (PageUp) demos of the general view of the system will be 
in January where HRLs will be invited to view (these will be recorded).  Open forums will be scheduled 
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after the first of the year to give people an opportunity to for feedback.  Project team members can 
come out to speak to units/departments specifically – let HR know if you want this scheduled. 
 
There will be training provided to facilitate session across campus where HRLs and Project team 
members will partner to facilitate discussions across campus.  More information to follow on this. 
 
We will build our own training as we implement and everyone will be trained on the system.  
 
Probationary Review Forms & Other Items – Bill Shannon 
  
Bill provided a reminders and information about the following: 
 

• Orientation requests for FT faculty and contract employees should be sent to 
orientation@auburn.edu to initiate the scheduling 

• Training Review forms need to be sent to humres@auburn.edu 
• Orientation Dates for 2018 – provided a handout 
• HRD course schedules will be going out soon across campus 
• New courses highlighted on a one-page flyer 

o New Management Leadership course  
• Auburn murals (designed by Art students) will be on 2 walls in the training room soon 

o Next semester – hope to add murals in computer room and in the foyer 
 
Q & A and Cookie Swap – Karla McCormick 
 
Reminder was provided about the 2 upcoming retirement receptions: 
 

• Judy Wilkes – December 15 
• Cathy Clark – January 26 

 
Thanked everyone for all that they do, have a Merry Christmas and invited everyone to take some 
cookies. 
 
Meeting adjourned. 
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